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		Hmmmm, now where did that thing go?

		
		Your last action generated a "404 Page Not Found"  Error.  
		We genuinely apologize for the inconvenience and appreciate your patience.


		We can't find that page.  It was here a minute ago.  Our investigators are
		on the case and we will let you know when it turns up!  Actually we probably won't, but we will work on it on our end.  We know 
		it is frustrating when this sort of thing happens but, with
		web sites constantly changing, things like this occassionally happen.  Its kind of like losing your keys, or losing your
		glasses.  Actually, it's not like those things at all...since those things exist and the page you are looking for may not.  
		You may have mistyped the address or we may have taken the page down or who knows what.  In any case, it's not here.


		
			BTW, if you are wondering about this rambling message on the 404 error page, it is primarily to boost our search engine rankings.
			Turns out if you don't have a least 200 words, Google can ding you.  Of course, if you have too many words, that's not good
			either.  It seems that if you don't have just the right amount of text, your rankings can take a hit.  Who'da thunk it?  Just
			found out I was two words short so let's see if this puts us over the top.
		

		
		Thanks for using GSE Timing!
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